The DS1235S-MDI industrial grade wireless man-down duress pendant is designed to withstand serious abuse without failure, loss or false alarms. The impact resistant heavy duty case is assembled with four screws to ensure that the pendant remains intact. A rugged belt loop clip ensures that the pendant stays with the man. The button is recessed to protect against unintended alarms.

The DS1235S pendant utilizes the Data Stream 900 MHz spread spectrum technology, designed by the military to eliminate jamming or interference. Spread spectrum radio communications offer the highest degree of performance and reliability.

Internal circuitry detects when the pendant has tilted beyond 60 degrees at which time it will beep audibly for 5 to 30 seconds (factory preset). If the pendant is not restored to an upright position in that time, the pendant will transmit a man-down alarm.

The long life Lithium battery is a commonly available item and is replaceable by the end user. The pendant is fully supervised for both operational readiness and low battery conditions. True-line-of-site range is approximately 2500 feet but will be less indoors.

**DS1235S-MDI Specifications:**
- Dimensions: 3.65"h x 1.68"w x 1.24"d
- Weight: 3.2 oz.
- Battery: 3.0 volt Lithium
- RF Power: 10 milliwatts